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MOST RELEVANT SPORTS EVENTS AND
MOST FAMOUS ATHLETES IN ITALY

Football
Francesco Totti was born in Rome on 27 September 1976; is an Italian
former professional footballer who played for Roma and the Italy national
team. Totti spent his entire career at Roma,
winning a Serie A title, two Coppa Italia titles, and
two
Supercoppa Italiana titles.
A 2006 FIFA World Cup winner and UEFA Euro
2000
finalist with Italy, Totti was selected in the All-Star
team
for both tournaments; he also represented his
country at the 2002 World Cup and Euro 2004. He
also
won several individual awards, notably the 2007
European Golden Shoe and the Golden Foot.
Gianluigi Buffon is an Italian professional footballer who plays as a
goalkeeper for a Juventus. He also captained the Italy national team until his
international retirement in 2017. He is widely
regarded by players, pundits and managers as
one of the greatest goalkeepers of all time.
In addition to holding several records also won
4 Coppa Italia titles, 6 Supercoppa Italiana titles,
8 Serie A titles and one World Cup.
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Paolo Maldini was born in Milano on 26 June 1968; is an Italian former
professional footballer who played as a left-back and central defender for A.C.
Milan and the Italy national team.
He spent all 25 seasons of his career in the Serie A with Milan, before retiring
at the age of 41 in 2009. He won 23 trophies with Milan while in the squad:
the UEFA Champions League five times, seven Serie A titles, one Coppa Italia,
five Supercoppa Italiana titles, four European Super Cups, two
Intercontinental Cups and one FIFA Club World Cup.

Tennis
Fabio Fognini: He's currently the
Italian player who occupies the highest
position in the atp ranking (22). in his
career he has won 9 titles including
single and double. the most important
titles that won were hamburg in 2014
(atp 500) and in double the australian
open (title of the grand slam).
Andreas Seppi is an Italian player who
is in 59th position of the atp ranking.
Flavia Pennetta:
Winner of the US Open 2015, she was the second ever Italian (after Francesca
Schiavone) to have won a Grand Slam tournament, beating her fellow
countryman Roberta Vinci in a historic all-Italian final and becoming 33, the
oldest tennis player ever win the first career slam. He has won 11 WTA
tournaments in singles (including the prestigious Indian Wells tournament).
She was number 6 in the world in September 2015, shortly after the triumph
in New York; previously it was also the first Italian tennis player to be able to
enter the top ten of the WTA Tour world rankings on August 17, 2009,
winning in a row the Palermo tournament, the Premier in Los Angeles and the
semi-final in Cincinnati, thus ringing a series positive of 15 consecutive
victories (record for an Italian tennis player).
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He decided to permanently abandon tennis at the end of the 2015 season, at
the age of 33.
Roberta Vinci: She's The winner of 10 WTA tournaments and a finalist in a
singles slam test, is the first and so far the only Italian tennis player to have
won at least one tournament on all playing surfaces: concrete, earth, grass
and synthetic. She was number seven in the world in singles ranking in May
2016 and number one in the world in the double, a specialty in which Sara
Errani has won a total of 22 tournaments including all the trials of the Slam,
thus becoming the first Italian couple to complete the Career Grand Slam, as
well as the fifth pair ever to win more slam tournaments (5) in the history of
women's tennis.
At the US Open 2015 Roberta Vinci arrived in the final (then lost against
Flavia Pennetta in an all-Italian derby), but is remembered above all for
having unexpectedly beaten in the semifinals, in that edition, the then number
one of the world Serena Williams who already had triumphed in the previous
three Seasonal Slams, thus denying her the chance to realize the Grand Slam,
only succeeded to Steffi Graf in 1988.

Swimming and Waterpolo
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Filippo Magnini was born in Pesaro on 2 February 198. He was an Italian
swimmer, the best in freestyle in the 100 meters. He was twice world
champion, in 2005 and in 2007. he won two world titles in short tanks and 17
European golds. He started swimming in Pesaro swimming, swimming well in
frog, he moved to Turin to study, he continued to swim changing his
speciality, which becomes the freestyle. Just in Turin in 2002 he climbs for the
first time on the podium at the summer championships. In 2003 he was
summoned to the national swimming team for the world championships in
Barcelona. In 2004 he won, in the Italian championship, the 200 meters
freestyle becoming Italian record holder, he finished second in the European
championships in Dublin,
and conquers three golds
and a bronze in Madrid.
Participates in the Athens
Olympics as one of the best
and
most
awaited
swimmers, but conquers
only a bronze medal. At the
world championships in
Montreal, in 2005, won a
goldmedal in the 100
meters freestyle obtaining
the best performance of all time, going close to the world record. He is the
first Italian to win the 100 meters freestyle world title and is the fourth Italian
man to win a world gold. At the European championships in Trieste, he makes
a new European record in the 100 meters and also wins the gold in the 200
meters. Between 2006 and 2007, he won 3 gold and one bronze medal at the
Europeans in Budapest, in Melbourne he won in the relay race and in the 100
meters becoming the third swimmer in history to confirm himself world
champion. Take part in the Beijing Olympics, but only get two fourth places.
To the Europeans of Debrecen he wins the fourth consecutive title in the 200
meters freestyle, and in Eindhoven at the European championships in long
tub wins the gold medal in the relay and bronze in the 100 meters. In 1212 at
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the Debrecen European Championships he won two gold medals and two
silver medals. In 2017 at the age of 35 he retired from the races
Federica Pellegrini she was born in Mirano August 8, 1988
She is an Italians wimmer specialized in
free style, world record holder in the 200
meters and European in the 400 meters.
He participated in 4 Olympics. In 2004,
only 16 years old, she won her first
Olympic medal, fini shing second in the
200 meters freestyle, becoming the
youngest Italian athlete ever to get on the
individual Olympic podium. At the Beijing
games he won the gold medal giving Italy
the first Olympic success in the history of
swimming, in her career she sets 11
records. The first was in Melbourne in
2007.
She was a champion in the 200 and 400
meters freestyle in 2009 and 2011, becoming the first swimmerable to win
the title consecutively in both distances in two different editions of the event.
At the world championships she was the most successful athlete in the same
race, winning 3 gold, 3 silver and 1 bronze from 2005 to 2017 she has always
been on the podium in the 200 meters freestyle.
She was elected European swimmer in 2009, 2010, 2011, then she begins to
swim in the Serenissima of Mestre.
At the age of 6 she made her first races with success, at the age of 13 at the
Italian championships in Gubbio she won a bronze medal, the following year
she won medals in all the competitions she did.
She made her national debut in 2004 at the World Championships in
Barcelona, won silver in Glasgow, participated in the Athens Olympic
swimming winning a silver medal in the 200 free style. In Montreal in 2005
she won a silver, and at the Europeans of Trieste finally won the gold.
In 2006 she changed coach and she moved to the centre of Verona.
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The year after in Melbourne she established her first world record, she also
won a bronze and a silver. In 2008 she participated in the Beijing Olympics
where she won in the 200 meters setting a new record.
In Eindhoven she wins the 800 meters but withdraws from 400 meters for a
panic crisis.
She moved to Paris by train and set her fifth world record in Fiume.
In Rome in 2009 establishes hers sixth world record and breaks down, for the
first time in history the wall of 4 minutes. It was elected by the FINA athlete of
the championships.
In 2009 in Istanbul she establishes her eleventh record and was recognized
swimmer of the year.
In 2010 in Budapest she won again the gold in the 200 meters and the bronze
in the 800 meters, in Eindhoven she won the gold in the 800 and in the 400
meters, at the Shanghai World Championship she won the gold in 400 and
200 freestyle.
At the London Olympics she did not reach the podium and stops a year, but in
Barcelona she wins the 200 meters style, in Berlin's Europeans in 2014 she
won the relay race and the 200 meters as well as the Europeans of Netanya.
She participates in the Rio Olympics without earning a medal.
Recently Federica has declared that she wants to swim up to the games of
Tokio in 2020.
Maurizio Felugo He was born
in Chiavari on March 4, 1981.
He was a water polo player
with the role of “centrovasca”.
World gold and Olympic silver
with the cap of the Italian
national team Since 2016
President of Pro Recco.
He wore 369 times the blue
cap of the settebello, he was 3
times
Olympic
(Athens,
Beijing, London). He started
playing water polo in 1988 at the age of 7 in the swimming pool of Chiavari;
he was sold in 1998 to the Rari Nantes Savona in Serie A.
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In 2001 he was called in the national team.
He played for 5 years with Posillipo of Napoli and won his first Italian title
winning the Scudetto and his first Europeantitle winning the Euroleague and
the European Super Cup.
In 2006 he moved to Pro Recco, in 8 years he won 9 championships, 8
Italiancups, 5 Champions Cups, 3 Supercups, 1 Lega Adriatica.
With the Italian national team he takes part in 6 world championships, 3
Olympics and 5 European.
He won a silver at the European Championships in Budapest in 2001 and a
silver at the World Cup in Barcelonadek 2003, get a second place for the
Europeans in Zagreb in 2010.
He made the decisive goal in the World Cupfinal in Shanghai in 20011 by
winning gold.
He scored 12 goals at the London Olympics closing the tournament as Italy's
top scorer. He scored 3 goals in the final with Croatia. He retired in 2005.
Stefano Tempesti he was born on June 9th, 1979.
He is an Italian water polo player,
goalkeeper of Pro recco and of the
Italian national team.
He began his career in the Futura
swimming Prato, the team of his city.
successively he went to Florentia,
where he remained until 2003 and
where he won his first European
title: the cup of cups in 2001.
In 2003 it was sold to Pro Recco.
With the Ligurian team he wins 11
consecutive badges and 4 champion
cups. He made his debut in the
national team in 1999, in the FINA
Water polo world cup played in Sydney conquering the second place,
obtaining a silver.
in 2000 he wa ssummoned for the Sydney Olympics in Italy where Italy only
reaches the fifth place.
After a fourth place at the FINA Water Polo Championship in 2001 and a
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fourth place at the FINA Water Polo World Cup in 2002, finally in 2003 called
for the fifth year in the national team, in Barcelona he won the silver medal.
He also won the silver medal with the national team at the Mediterranean
Games in 2005 and also in Pescara 4 years later. In 2009 at the World
Championships in Rome he was named best goalkeeper of the tournament
and in the 2011 Shanghai World Championships one of the 7 best goalkeepers
and won the gold medal.
In 2012 he took part in the London Olympics and won the silver medals as
captain of the “settebello”. At the Rio Olympics he won the bronze and
announced his retirement from the national team, even if he was once again
called to the world championships in Budapest.
Carlo Pedersoli (BudSpenser) He was born in Naples on October 31st, 1929.
He was the first Italian to go below the minute in the 100 meters freestyle on
September 19, 1950, in addition he was several times Italian champion
swimming freestyle and in the relay.

He was passionate about many sports, especially swimming, for which he was
very well prepared.
In 1940 with his family he left Napoli and moved to Rome where he joined a
swimming club.
In 1947 he moved with his family to South America, bueat the end of the 40s
he returned to Italy, He was enrolled by the SS. Lazio Nuoto. In 1949 he made
his debut in the national team and the following year he was called up for the
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European championship in Vienna where he finished fifth in the 100 meters
and fourth in the relay.
He won two medals in 1951 at the Mediterranean Games in Egypt.
He also played Rugby as a second line and practiced boxing.
Thanks to his massive physique he was noticed by the cinematographic
environment.
In 1950 he joined his first film in the role of a swimmer who saves a bather in
the pool and in the film Quo Vadis.
Meanwhile, he continues to compete for the Italian national and participates
in the Helsinki Olympics in 1952, at the Mediterranean Games in Barcelona in
1955 as a water polo player, at the Olympic Games in Melbourne in 1956.
He was sent along with other athletes at Yale University and there he gets his
personal record in the 100 meters freestyle.
He returns to South America and with the Venezuelan national team
participates in numerous national and international competitions.
He returns to Rome and participates in the 1960 Olympics and ends hiss ports
career by dedicating himself to the cinema. He dies in June 2016

Volleyball

Luigi Radazzo
He was born on April 30th 1994 in Catania (Sicily). He play as spiker in the
Padova volleyball and he’s debut in the first team in 2010.
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In the same year he won the national under 20 and the bronze medal in the
world championship in 2013. In 2017 he won the Grand Champions Cup
silver medal.
Matteo Martino
He was born on Jenuary 28th
1987.He’s an Italian volleyball player
and he play as a masher in
Guangdong.
In 2008 he won the Italian cup and
Challenge Cup.
Martina Guiggi
She was born in Pisa on 1 may 1984. She’s an Italian volleyball Casalmaggiore
and she wins the CEV Italian Super Cup 2003 and the Italian Cup 2004.
In 2017 she won the gold medal at the European championship and the world
championship.

Skiing
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Deborah Compagnoni was
born in Bormio, northern
Lombardy, and skied with the
G.S. Forestale club. She won her
first race in the World Cup in
1992. She also won the gold
medal at the Winter Olympics
of the same year, again in the
Super-G:
however,
while
racing the Giant Slalom, one
day later, she destroyed her left knee.
She won the World Championship in Giant Slalom in 1996: in the following
year's edition she repeated the victory, alongside winning with the Slalom
title, a feat never accomplished by any Italian female skier. She won a total of
16 races in the Alpine Skiing World Cup (13 Giant Slalom, 2 Super-G and 1
Slalom), plus a Giant Slalom World Cup in 1997.
Deborah is considered the best Italian female skier of all time.
Piero Gros (born 30 October 1954) is a former World Cup alpine ski racer
from northwestern Italy. He won the gold medal in slalom at the 1976 Winter
Olympics in Innsbruck, and was the World Cup overall champion in 1974.
He made his debut in the World Cup at age 18 in December 1972. In that 1973
season, he won two races in Val d'Isère and Madonna di Campiglio; he was the
youngest Italian skier ever to win a World Cup race.
His most notable and best result was the gold medal in the slalom at the 1976
Winter Olympics.
Kristian Ghedina (born 20 November
1969) is a former World Cup alpine ski
racer from Italy. His thirteen victories are
the most by an Italian downhill specialist
in World Cup history. He is currently an
auto racer and made his World Cup debut
in 1989.
He won the silver medal in the Combined
race of the 1991 World Championships at
Saalbach, Austria; however, the following year he suffered a serious car crash.
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He returned to his best form only in 1995, remaining among the best
specialists in the speed disciplines until 2001, when he obtained the last of his
13 World Cup victories (12 Downhills and one Super-G, with a total of 33
podiums). He won also another silver medal at the 1996 and a bronze in the
1997 championships, both in downhill.
He retired from ski racing following the 2006 season.
Alberto Tomba (born 19 December 1966 in San Lazzaro di Savena) is a
former World Cup alpine ski racer from Italy. He was the dominant technical
skier (slalom and giant slalom) in the late 1980s and 1990s.
He won three Olympic gold medals, two World Championships, and nine
World Cup season titles: four in slalom, four in giant slalom, and one overall
title. He was popularly called Tomba la Bomba ("Tomba the Bomb”).
Gustavo Thoeni (born 28 February 1951) is a retired alpine ski racer from
Italy.
Ranked among the greatest Italian skiers ever, Thöni won three Olympic
medals and a total of four overall World Cup titles in five years in the early
1970s. Thöni was the dominant skier in the technical events (slalom and giant
slalom) in the early 1970s. His first victory came in his debut race on the
World Cup circuit, a giant slalom at Val-d'Isère, France, in December 1969.
Thöni won the overall title the next three seasons of 1971–73, and again in
1975.
Thöni was the Italian flag bearer at the opening ceremonies of the 1976 and
1980 Olympics and at the closing of the 2006 Winter Games in Torino.

Fencing
Italian fencing has a history full of medals and has a
tradition envied around the world
Valentina Vezzali: she is the greatest fencer of all time.
Elisa Di Francisca: she won the gold medal at the 2012
London Olympics in both the individual and the team
competition and the silver at Rio 2016.
Bebe Vio: she is a young world champion and
paralympic. But she is also a presenter, actress and
motivator for everyone.
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MOST RELEVANT SPORTS EVENTS AND
MOST FAMOUS ATHLETES IN NORWAY

We spend most of our spare time playing football in a team called Rival. We usually
have trainings four times a week and enjoy it a lot. We are also practicing many other
sports, for example cross-country skiing, running and downhill skiing.
Around 93 per cent of all youngsters in Norway have participated in organized sports
sometime through the rise. The most popular sports in Norway are football, handball,
and different types of skiing, such as cross-country skiing, downhill skiing and
biathlon. The proportion is far higher than what the case was just a few years ago:
The corresponding figure for 2002 was 71 per cent, and around 85 per cent in 2010.
This means that today there are very few youngsters who have never been in a sports
team. At the start of the youth stage, six out of ten youngsters are trained in a sports
team every single week, and most of them are active at least three times a week.
Norway is one of the best nationalities at winter activities. At the winter Olympics in
Pyeongchang this year Norway won 39 medals, which is the most won medals by one
nation at a single Winter Olympics. The previous record was held by the United
States. They won 37 medals at Vancouver in 2010.
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That was not the only record taken by Norway in this year’s Winter Olympics. Marit
Bjørgen also made history as the most successful Winter Olympian of all time with a
bronze medal in the women's team sprint free cross-country skiing event.
Ole Gunnar Solskjær
Ole Gunnar Solskjær is a Norwegian football manager for Molde FK and ex-football
player for Molde FK and Manchester united. He joined Manchester United in 1996 for
a transfer fee of £1.5 million. Nicknamed "The Baby-faced Assassin", he played 366
times for United, and scored 126 goals during a successful period for the club. In 2007
he announced his retirement as a football player. In 2011 he came back to Molde as a
manager. His first year as a manager he won the league for the first time in the club’s
history.
Sander Svendsen:
Sander Svendsen was born in Molde, and started to play football at a young age at the
local club Molde FK. Both his
parents, mother Ellen and father
Svend Jarle, had represented the
club at senior level. At age 14,
Svendsen began to train regularly
with Molde's senior team. Svendsen
made his first team debut on 9 May
2013, aged only 15, against
Aalesund in a 4–1 win. He was
brought on shortly before the final
whistle by manager Ole Gunnar Solskjær. He scored his first competitive goal for the
side on 21 April 2014, in a 5–1 win against Sarpsborg. In 2014, Svendsen became the
youngest player ever to win the Norwegian top flight, Tippeligaen. Molde secured the
championship title following a 2–1 victory against Viking on 4 October. On 11 August
2017, Sander Svendsen transferred to Hammarby IF in Allsvenskan. The transfer fee
was reportedly set at around 4 million Swedish kronor
Ragnhild Mowinckel:
Ragnhild is an Norwegian alpine skier Born in Molde, Møre og Romsdal, Mowinckel
won the gold medal at the Junior World Championships in 2012 in the giant slalom
and super combined as well as bronze in super-G. Earlier that season in January, she
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made her World Cup debut in a slalom race at
Zagreb. Mowinckel collected her first World
Cup points with a 25th place in giant slalom in
Schladming in March.
Training in Molde
In Molde we have about 5 training centers, 10
football pitches, 1 ski center, 1 waterpark and 2
footballhalls.
Tusten Skiheiser is a 10-minute drive from
Molde town center. The Alpine skiing centre is
built around 3 lifts, and offers up to 20
kilometres of prepared pistes, 3 kilometres of
which are floodlit. The 15 slopes have varying
degrees of difficulty - ranging from beginners to very difficult. Tusten Skiheiser also
has a halfpipe, children's slide, sledging slope, scooter track, ski school, ski workshop,
skiers' café and ski hire.
Molde FK
Molde Fotballklubb is a Norwegian footballclub from Molde that currently plays in the
Eliteserien, the Norwegian top division. Founded on 19. June 1911, Molde was
originally known as International. Molde are three-time league champions (2011,
2012,
2014)
and
four-time
Norwegian Cup winners (1994,
2005, 2013, 2014), and have finished
second in the league a further eight
times. Molde is one of only two
Norwegian
clubs
to
have
participated in the UEFA Champions
League.
Its home matches are played at the
11,800-capacity Aker Stadion. The stadium was inaugurated in 1998, and was a gift
from local businessmen Kjell Inge Røkke and Bjørn Rune Gjelsten. The club was
formerly based at Molde stadion, which hosted the club's record attendance of
14,615. Molde's supporter club is called Tornekrattet and was founded after the
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1994 Norwegian Football Cup final victory.[1] Molde has its strongest rivalry with
Rosenborg.
Until the beginning of the 1970s, the club mainly played in local lower division
leagues, except for a short visit in the Hovedserien in the 1957–58 season. In 1974,
Molde was back in the top division and finished second in the league, and have since
then become one of Norway's leading clubs and generally stayed in the top division.
Molde also finished second in the league in 1987, when the club lost the
championship to Moss in the decisive match of the season.
During the 1990s and the beginning of the 2000s, Molde was the second-best team in
Norway (behind 13-times in a row champions Rosenborg), with league silver medals
in 1995, 1998, 1999 and 2002, and cup championships in 1994 and 2005, as well as
participation in the UEFA Champions League in the 1999–2000 season, when Real
Madrid, Porto and Olympiacos visited Molde.
As of 2017, the club has approximately 1000 members and around 55 teams in three
departments. Ole Gunnar Solskjær is the club's current manager,having been
appointed on 21 October 2015.
Johannes Høsflot Klæbo
Klæbo made his debut in the World Cup in the 2015–16 season in the classic sprint in
Drammen, Norway on 3
February 2016. He finished
15th in the race.
In the following 2016–17
season, Klæbo achieved his
first World Cup podium
after finishing third in the
classic sprint in Ruka,
Finland on 26 November
2016. Later in the 2016–17
season, on 18 February
2017, Klæbo got his first
World Cup victory when he won the sprint freestyle in Otepää, Estonia. He competed
at the FIS Nordic World Ski Championships 2017 in Lahti, Finland, winning a bronze
medal at the Men's sprint competition. On 17 March 2017 in Quebec City he won his
first small crystal globe in the Sprint World Cup and also won the Helvetia U23
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overall ranking after winning the end-of-season mini tour. He finished his second
World Cup season with three victories.
Klæbo participated in his first Olympics at the 2018 Winter Olympics in
PyeongChang, South Korea. Prior to the Olympics, he had nine victories in the 2017–
18 World Cup. He made his Olympic debut by finishing 10th in the men's skiathlon
event. On 13 February 2018 he became an Olympic champion after winning the men's
sprint. This victory made him the youngest ever male to win an Olympic event in
cross-country skiing. He skied the last leg on the Norwegian teams that won both the
4 × 10 kilometre relay and the men's team sprint. A steep hill on the Olympic course
was dubbed “Klæbo-bakken” (“Klæbo hill”) by Norwegian media after Klæbo
overtook his competitors several times in this climb throughout the games. With
three gold medals, he tied with French biathlete Martin Fourcade for most gold
medals won in the games.
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MOST RELEVANT SPORTS EVENTS AND
MOST FAMOUS ATHLETES IN PORTUGAL
Nelson Évora was born on April 20, 1984 in Abidjan (Costa de Marfim), is a
Portuguese athlete of Cape Verdean origin, is professional in triple jump, but
also practice long jump.
On February 8, 2018, he managed to get 17.30m in the
triple jump, without an athletics meeting in Madrid,
which is the second place in the contest and represents
his best jump in ten years on the covered track.
• Patrícia Mamona
Patrícia Mamona was born on November 21, 1988 in São
Jorge de Arroios (Lisbon), is a Portuguese triple-jump
athlete of Angolan
descent.
Personal record: 14.65 meters in Rio de
Janeiro in 2016
In the European Championship Indoor
track, Belgrade in Serbia in 2017 was in
second place in the triple jump with 14.29
meters.
Naíde Gomes was born on November 20, 1979 in São Tomé, is a Portuguese
athlete, who represents Sporting Clube de Portugal since 1998, is
professional in long jump and received the Olympic Medal Nobre Guedes in
2006.
Vanessa Fernandes was born on September 14, 1985, in Vila Nova de Gaia, is
a Portuguese triathlon athlete. In 2007 she received the Olympic Medal
Nobre Guedes and First place in the half Ironman in Portugal 2017 with 4:
33.12 hours on September 3, 2017.
Jéssica Augusto
Jessica Augusto was born on November 8, 1981 in Paris, is a Portuguese
athlete, is a professional in middle-long and cross-country races. Throughout
her career she has won 13 medals in international competitions.
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She was European champion in 2010, participated in two editions of the
Olympic Games, having the best performance the 7th place in the Olympic
marathon of London.
Rosa Mota Born on June 29, 1958 in Porto, she is a former Portuguese
Olympic and World Marathon champion.
She became known mainly for her performances in this race, being
considered by many as one of the best runners of the twentieth century in
this specialty. She was honored with the Olympic Medal Nobre Guedes in
1981.
Ana Cabecinha was born on April 29, 1984 in Santiago Maior (Beja), is a
Portuguese marker.
Already participated in several categories, among them the 5000 meters,
10000 meters and the 20 km march.
Her most recent achievement was in 2010 in San Fernando of 10 km that
conquered the gold medal.
Telma Monteiro was born on December 27,
1985 in Lisbon, is a Portuguese Judoka.
Conquered the bronze medal at the 2016 Rio de
Janeiro Olympics in the 57kg category.
And her last gold medal was in 2015 in Baku
(Azerbaijan).
Fernando Pimenta was born on August 13,
1989 in Ponte de Lima, is a professional
canoeist.
On August 27, 2017, Sagra became world champion in K1 5000 in the Czech
Republic when finishing the race in 20: 46.907. In the same week, he had
already won the silver medal in K1 1000 meters the day before.
Emanuel Silva
Emanuel Silva was born on December 4, 1985 in Braga is a Portuguese
sprinter in the form of canoeing. His last gold medal was in 2011 and on May
27, 2015 he became Grand Officer of the Infante D. Henrique.
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Cristiano Ronaldo was born on February 5, 1985 in Funchal, is a Portuguese
footballer who works as an extreme left or advanced. He is currently the best
player in the world.
Lately he won the European Cup to defend their country and he win the
golden
ball.

Ricardo Quaresma was born on September 26, 1983 in Lisbon, is a
Portuguese footballer who plays as an extreme. He currently plays for
Beşiktaş and the Portuguese national team.
He recently won the European Cup to defend his country.
Nani was born on November 17, 1986 in Amadora, is a Portuguese footballer
who acts as an extreme. He currently plays for Società Sportiva Lazio on a
loan from Valencia Club de Fútbol.
Lately he won the European Cup to defend his country.
Pepe was born on February 26, 1983 in Maceió (Brazil), is a PortugueseBrazilian footballer who acts as a defender. He currently plays for Beşiktaş
and for the Portuguese team.
Lately he won the European Cup to defend his country.
• Luís Patrício
Luís Patrício was born on February 15, 1988 in Leiria, is a Portuguese
footballer who plays as goalkeeper. Rui was also one of the main characters
against France in the Euro Cup final.
Rui Patrício plays for Sporting and the Portuguese National Team and lately
won the European Cup to defend his country.
• Luís Figo
Luís Figo was born on November 4, 1972 in Lisbon, is a former footballer,
played as an extreme right.
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On 28 January 2015, Figo announced its intention to apply for the position of
FIFA President. [1]
Luís Figo is since 2003 the President of the Luís Figo Foundation, which has
several soccer academies in Portugal and other countries in the world and
that does an important social work with children in need.
• Deco
Deco was born on August 27, 1977 in São Bernardo do Campo (Brazil), is a
former footballer. His last one was Fluminense.
• Carlos Resende
Carlos Resende was born on May 29, 1971, is a former Portuguese handball
player. For many people he was considered one of the best Portuguese
players.
He began his career as a coach in 2006, having won three trophies in three
years, with FC Porto. It is since 2011 the coach of the ABC of Braga.
• Gilberto Duarte
Gilberto Duarte was born on July 6, 1990, is a Portuguese handball player, is
lateral and center, graduated in the Lagoon (LAC), played in Porto and now
plays in Poland Wisla Plock.
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MOST RELEVANT SPORTS EVENTS AND
MOST FAMOUS ATHLETES IN SPAIN

Football
Spain is quite well-known when it comes to sports. And when it comes to
sports, football is king. There have been a lot of variations in the type of
football that has been played in Spain but recently, the most dominant is the
English style of soccer or associated football. Football a game played between
two teams of eleven people, where each team tries to win by kicking a ball
into the other team’s goal. The most dominant football clubs in the whole
world, two came from Spain, the FC Barcelona and Real Madrid CF.
The national football team was also the first ever to win a three-peat in
international tournaments. The spanish national team are also the 1964,
2008 and 2012 UEFA European Champions and the 2010 FIFA World Cup
winners.
The Spanish national team is full of
stars and it’s not easy to choose the
best ones. Even the guys on the
bench are great players from teams
like Real Madrid or Barcelona. Like:
Andrés Iniesta,Iker Casillas, Sergio
Ramos ,Cesc Fabregas,Gerard Pique,
David Silva (Manchester City).
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Tiki-taka is the Spanish team’s style of playing, characterized by short passes,
maintaining possession, and working the ball through various channels.
Del Bosque played for Real Madrid during the 70s and the early 80s, but he
actually has a better track record as a coach: He won the Champions League
with Real Madrid in 2000 and 2002, the World Cup with the Spanish national
team in 2010 and the European Championship in 2012. Now our couch is
Julen Lopetegui.

Tennis
Tennis is considered for a long time as an elite sport in Spain. Tennis is a
game in which two or four players strike a ball with rackets over a net
stretched across a court.
Spain has won the Roland Garros tournament. In addition, Spain has also
won the Davis Cup five times (2000, 2004, 2008, 2009, 2011) and the
Federation Cup five times (1991, 1993, 1994, 1995, 1998)
Rafael Nadal is considered the greatest Spanish tennis player of all time. Later
we will talk about Rafa.
Garbiñe Muguruza is one of the best women players in Spain.
In 2016 she was proclaimed champion of Roland Garros, after winning in the
final to Serena Williams, is number one in the world, ranking second in the
WTA world ranking. His best classification so far in singles was ranked
number 3, reached in October 2015, year in which he managed to reach the
final of the Wimbledon Championship.

Basketball
Basketball is a popular sport in Spain. Basketball is a game played between
two teams of five players each in a rectangular court, usually indoors. Each
team tries to score by tossing the ball through the opponent's goal.Spain has
one of the best basketball leagues in the world, the ACB League.It is the
second league in number of European titles, after the Italian league. The two
best Spanish basketball teams: F.C. Barcelona and Real Madrid F.C. The F.C.
Barcelona has won 13 times (since 1957, 16 titles) and Real Madrid in 8
(since 1957, 30 titles). In the King's Cup of Basketball Real Madrid and F.C.
Barcelona have 22 titles each.
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The men's basketball team won in the 2006 Mundobasket of Japan in a game
against Greece, becoming the world champion. A few days after this triumph
he won the Prince of Asturias Award for Sports 2006.
Spain has given great players to this sport as Pau Gasol who became the
second Spaniard to play in the NBA in 2001, after Fernando Martín debuted
in 1986.

Cycling
Cycle sport is competitive physical activity using bicycles.Cycling has been a
very important sport in Spain since the 1940s. The Tour of Spain is one of the
most important cycling events in the world and is part of the Three Grand
Vueltas next to the Tour de France and the Tour of Italy . In addition to the
Vuelta also include the Volta a Catalunya, the Tour of the Basque Country or
the Classic of San Sebastian among
others.
The most successful Spanish cyclist
in history is Miguel Indurain, winner
of the Tour de France in five
consecutive editions, between 1991
and 1995 and winner of the Giro
d'Italia in 1992 and 1993.
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For his part,
Alberto Contador is the
only Spanish cyclist to win
the three major laps, the
Tour de France in 2007
and 2009, the Giro d'Italia
in 2008 and 2015 and the
Cycling Tour to Spain in
2008, 2012 and 2014.
In the female category, Joane Somarriba won the Tour de France in 2000,
2001 and 2003 and the Tour of Italy in 1999 and 2000
The Spanish cycling team has won a total of 19 medals throughout its history
in the road cycling world championship.

SWIMMING
Swimming is an individual or team sport that uses arms and legs to move the
body through water. Competitive swimming is one of the most popular
Olympic sports, with varied distance events in butterfly, backstroke,
breaststroke, freestyle, and individual medley. Few ones have been the
swimmers who have stood out in Spain.
At present, Mireia Belmonte and Erika Villaécija have obtained the best
results winners of several medals in different international championships
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Motorcycling
Motorcycling is the sporting use of the motorcycle in different modalities.
The most famous one is speed racing.
The goal of a speed race is to travel a determinate distance in the minor time
possible or to travel a long distance in an already defined time without
superpasing it. Only the pilot that gets closer to that time wins the race. These
kind of races can last for a couple of seconds or even a few days, as the rally
raids.

But I’m going to talk to you about speed racing motorcycling, wich we can
compare to the sport that is perform with cars, the automovilism.
Speed motorcycle is a sport modality inside the universe of motorcycles. The
bikes that the riders must use need to have certain characteristics such as
stability, high speed, a great acceleration and a great breaking, an easy
mobility and a low weight. This kind of bikes get into really high speeds in
within seconds, and can get to 300 km per hour easily. Motorcycling is a very
dangerous sport, not only in this modality. The security measures have
changed alone the decades but there are still really hard crashes, falls and
even deads between the pilot and the viewers.
Speaking of, this races have about two or three days to test the circuit before
the official race, those are the free sessions where the pilots try to make their
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fastest lap which will determine their position on the starting grid of the race
itself.
Inside the same event there can be different races depending on the category.
Some of the most important speed championships are: the Worldwide speed
championship, and the worldwide endurance championship.
In this modality of motorcycling is impossible not to talk about the most
important Spaniards pilots at the moment:
- The winner of six worldwide
motorcycle championship in three
different categories ( 125cc, Moto2
and four-time champion in the
world of GP)….MARC MÁRQUEZ
ALENTÁ, who is currently the pilot
of the team Repsol Honda, where
he has accumulated 35 victories,
62 podiums and 89 races.
- Then we have Daniel Pedrosa,
better known as Dani Pedrosa who is
a Spanish motorcycle pilot who got
three titles in different categories
such as moto 125cc and 250cc
between 2004-2005. Since then he
races with the team of Repsol Honda
for Motogp, making him and Marquez
team mates. He got to be subchampion and got to get third, fourth and fifth.
Accumulating 31 victories and 112 podiums.
The third pilot is Jorge Lorenzo who is second time champion in 250cc and
third time world champion in Motogp. He is a pilot from the team of Ducati
Corse. He has accumulated 44 victories and 107 podiums in MotoGP. And the
first race of this season will be hold at Qatar March 18th.

Spanish Sports People More Featured
Rafael Nadal was born in Manacor (Mallorca, Spain) on June 3, 1986. He is a
professional tennis player, currently, ranked world No. 2 in men's singles
tennis by the Association of Tennis Professionals (ATP). His evolution into an
all-court threat has established him as one of the greatest tennis players ever.
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LIFE STORY
Since he was a little boy he was very interested in sports, practicing both
soccer and tennis. Very soon, Rafael had to choose between these two sports
disciplines to finally opt for tennis.
Already in 2004, Rafa got together with his teammates of the Spanish
Selection the salad bowl of the Davis Cup, his first great title.
A year later, the tennis player from Manacor was consecrated as a
professional, beating Mariano Puerta in the final of Roland Garros, winning
the first of the 9 titles of the Parisian tournament that came a posteriori.
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
So far, the record of the tennis player has a total of 14 Grand Slam
tournaments, 2 Olympic gold medals and 4 Davis Cups with the selection.

RAFA NADAL´S QUALITIES
On May 1, 2015, he received the Gold Medal for Merit at Work, approved on
June 23, 2014, for his exemplary conduct, effort and dedication. This award
rewards and highlights the merit of a socially useful and exemplary conduct
in the performance of the duties imposed by the exercise of any job,
profession or service.
1. Personal Development. The athlete needs the person. Sports or
professional development is not understood without personal development.
The personal values give a plus to the athlete since they help to coexist with
the maximum demand permanently.
2. Talent The talent must be worked on and trained to develop it and express
it in all its magnitude. What they call talent is only a predisposition that takes
shape and becomes reality from daily effort and work.
3. Maximum effort. Effort is the motor that drives the development of talent,
which helps to overcome difficulties, which lengthens the path of
professional development, and which leads to the achievement of one's goals.
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4. Know how to compete. To know how to compete supposes to have the
mind of a survivor. The value of overcoming is behind the value of knowing
how to compete. Compete stimulates the self-improvement of one's own
fears, anxieties, doubts; encourages
the overcoming of the companion in
daily training; and puts in a position
to overcome the rival in the
competition. Competing is a duel in
which you end up imposing or you
are overcome, not only by the rival
but also by the exigency and the
difficulty
5. Focused on the task / game. Playing well is the best way to win. Caring for
performance improves performance. Winning or losing is the consequence of
a job well done, of playing well. The road becomes more important than the
goal because it is the one that brings you closer to it. So, the road is the goal!
6. Self-confidence. It is not necessary to feel the best; it is enough to know
that you can work more and better than the rival.
7. Faith in victory. Feeling sure of being able to impose your opponent and
never abandon this expectation, or when it seems impossible, puts you very
close to achieving victory.
8. Enjoy. Why not link maximum effort with maximum enjoyment? The
greatest satisfactions usually appear associated with the greatest efforts. The
illusion and the enjoyment release the talent and approach the optimal
performance.
9. Positive thinking. The demand, the
difficulty, the adversity are never a problem,
but the opportunity to give the best of
oneself and to keep growing. There are no
problems; only challenges or challenges.
10. Live with "pressure. To master the
pressure you have to know how to relativize
both victory and defeat. Your life is not at
stake to win or lose a game. Your life offers
you other important things, besides winning.
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11. Humility. Only when you respect the opponent are you in a position to
overcome him. While others idolize you, you know that you simply do your
job well; where others see a media icon one recognizes himself as a good
worker in his own.
12. Team work. A team of collaborators supports you and helps you to shine
your talent with all its splendor. But in front of your work you know that you
are alone before your own responsibility, knowing that many of your people
depend on your successes. The generosity of your collaborators try to thank
them through a job well done.
13. "Environment" support. The family environment is key to remembering
who you are. It is difficult for yours to impress them or cheat them. You must
know to distinguish between those who really appreciate you and those who
simply flatter you for your success. Your people give you balance and
emotional stability. They also do their bit in your success. Flatterers end up
unhinged.
RAFA NADAL ACADEMY
In 2016 Rafa Nadal launched the Rafa Nadal Academy by Movistar in
Manacor, his hometown, an academy with the aim of transmitting to young
tennis players everything learned throughout his career.
Acording to the way of teaching, mental training consists of developing the
mental strength of the student, fundamental to overcome adversities. This is
one of the aspects that are reinforced in the programs of the Academy
because, as we have pointed out on other occasions, we understand that
tennis of the present and the future is played first with the "eyes", then with
the "mind". ", later with the" legs "and finally with the" hands".
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MIREIA BELMONTE
was born the 10th of november of
1990 in Badalona, Barcelona Spain.
The reason she started swimming
was
because
the
doctor
recommended due to her detection
of
scoliosis.Then
she
started
competing in the local swimming
club of Badalona, and in 2003 she got
a grant in the Catalan Swimming
Federation to train at the High
Performance Center (CAR) of San
Cugat del Vallés, signed by the L'Hospitalet Swimming. On August 9th of 2008
she became an olympic swimmer in the Olympic games of Pekín. She has
participated in many different competitions such as the London Olympic
Games in 2012, World Barcelona of 2013, and one of the most important the
Río Olympic games in 2016 where she won gold in 200 meters and bronce in
400 meters.
FERNANDO ALONSO
Fernando Alonso was born in Asturias the 29th of july of 1981. He is a
Spanish pilot in speed automovilism. He has won twice the world
championship of Formula one pilots in 2005 and in 2006. Alonso is also the
only Spaniard pilot and the sixth pilot in the world with the higher victories
in the history of Formula one, with 32 big prices and the fourth pilot to have
more podiums; 97. He has competed with the teams of minardi, renault
formula one, mclaren and ferrari.
PAU AND MARC GASOL
Pau was born in Barcelona de 6th of June of 1980, he’s a Spanish player of
professional basketball, and is currently in playing for San Antonio Spurs
from the NBA. He turned to be the second Spanish player to play in the NBA
after Fernando Martín. He was the first person to be chosen to play in an All
Star Game from the NBA, to clasificate for the playoff and to achieve the NBA
championship (in two different time, with the los Angeles Laker in 200809/2009-10). In the season of 2014-2015 he beated a new record with is
brother Marc Gasol, being the first siblings with a title in ALL-Start. That's
how Pau added his fifth participation in the Star game with the NBA. Marc wa
born the 29th January of 1985 , he plays for the Memphis Grizzilies team of
the NBS. He is completely international with the Spanish team of basketball
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since 2006, he was an olympic sub champion in Pekin in 2008 and London in
2012. In 2013 he was chosen as the NBA best defender.
ALBERTO CONTADOR (Madrid, December 6, 1982) 2 is a former Spanish
route cyclist, professional from 2003 to 2017. During his professional career,
Alberto has raced on teams like ONCE / Liberty Insurance, Discovery
Channel… Listed as a legend, Contador is considered one of the great
vueltómanos in the history of cycling. He stood out as a climber, where he
was a specialist.
In his record, Contador has a total of 69 victories as a professional, 5 in
addition. He is the winner of the UCI World Ranking 2009. Among his most
important victories are 7 Grandes Vueltas (Giro d'Italia 2008 and 2015, Tour
de France 2007 and 2009 and Vuelta España 2008, 2012 and 2014)
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MOST RELEVANT SPORTS AND FAMOUS
ATHLETES IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC.

Organized sport in the Czech Republic started with Sokol movement Sokol was
founded in 1862 by Miroslav Tyrš. It is one of the oldest sports movements in
the
world.
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There are many popular sports in the Czech Republic. The most popular sports
are football and ice hockey, but we like sports like cycling, athletic, volleyball,
basketball, swimming, skiing, and winter sports too...
There are more than 2 and half million of professional and recreational sport
athletes in our country but we need to change something,because in our sport
survey more than 78% of children said they did not do sports during summer
break.
Let´s
mention
some
famous
names.
Everyone usually thinks of Jaromir Jagr. Jaromir is a Czech ice hockey player, he
is 46 years old now but he still plays ice hockey.
In the past he played for really famous teams like Pittsburgh
Penguins, Washington Capitals, New York Rangers, Florida Panthers or Calgary
Flames. He has also won 2 Stanley Cups during his career.
We also have a very famous tennis player. Her name is Petra Kvitova.
She has been in professional sport since 2006. In 2012 she was 2nd in ITF which
means
international
tennis
federation. In WTA (what means
World tennis association) she
became the best player of the year.
She has also won Wimbledon
twice - in 2011 and 2014.
Another famous woman from the
Czech Republic is Martina Sablikova and you can know her because she is a
speed ice skater and she is the holder of many records. She is also very
successful in cycling - she also wanted to take part in the summer olympic games
in this discipline.
Her
story
is
really
interesting, because she
started to train on a frozen
pond and she is very
successful now.
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Another really famous person from our country is Petr Čech. He is a football
player and a goalkeeper. You may know him because of his hat he need to have
because of his injury.
Currently he is playing for English Arsenal. Previously he played for Chelsea
team. He is a holder of Premier League records – 200 mills.
He is also the player who played the most matches for the Czech football.
Our current sports star is definitely Ester Ledecká. She is a snowboardist and
also an alpine skier. She became really famous during Winter Olympic Games of
2018 where she won 2 gold medals. She won one of these medals in skiing (very
surprisingly) and the second one in snowboarding.
She became the first person who won two disciplines with different equipment
during Winter Olympic Games.

After these Olympic Games there appeared many memes of her on the internet.
Another famous sportsmen is Lukáš Krpálek. He is our famous wrestler and
judist.
In 2016 he won Athlete of the year award, because this year he won the gold
medal on the Olympic Games in Rio.
As far as running is concerned, Emil Zátopek was very famous in our country.
He was the first person who managed to run 10km track under 29 minutes and
the first person who run 20km track under 1 hour.
In 1952 Olympic Games in Helsinki he won the gold medal and on the same day
his wife won a gold medal too. She won a medal in javelin throw.
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We also had a famous and successful
gymnast - Věra Čáslavská. She won the
world championship 4 times. People
loved her in our country and her name is
still very famous. For 40 years she held
the record in absolute number of
individual
gold
olympic
medals.
The Czech Republic has also famous
javelin throwers. First is Jan Železný
He was a world champion and Olympic
winner 3 times and his record from

1996 is 98,48m.
His trainee Barbora Špotáková has become a world champion and an Olympic
winner twice. Her record is 72,28m and it is from 2006.
Our most famous motorbike rider is Karel Abraham, he was born in Brno, he
has been professional since 2001 and his biggest success is that he was 10th in
Estoril in Portugal.
Another famous rider is Jakub Kornfeil. He finished more than 1 hundred races
and he has got 3 medals.
The most successful biatlonist is Gabriela Koukalová but there also other famous
people in this discipline, such as Ondřej Moravec, Veronika Vítková and others.
The Czech Republic has 29 medals in this discipline.

Popular sport events in our country
First event we want to mention Grand Prix. It is the most famous race in the
Czech Republic. This race is included in the world championship MotoGP.
This race has been in Brno (in our city) on Masaryk Circuit since 1950. In 2017
was the race watched by 2 hundred thousand TV viewers and almost ninety
thousand visitors came at the circuit.
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Next event is in Ostrava and the name of this event is Zlatá tretra
Our biggest athletic meeting. In last years organizators has been trying to invite
some famous athletes like Usain Bolt so people from various countries are very
interested in the competition. Many records have been broken at this meeting.
Velká Pardubická is a horse race in Pardubice. I have heard that this race is the
most difficult race in Europe.
This race has got the longest tradition in the Czech republic.
Track is 6 tousand and ninety hundred metres long and there are 30 jumps.
We have our most famous horse rider too. His name is Josef Váňa and he has
won this race 8 times.

Popular sports in the Czech Republic
Our Czech nation is most proud of the Winter Olympic games in Nagano in 1998,
where our hockey team won the 1st place.
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The last goal against Russia was scored by a man whose name is Svoboda and it
means “Freedom” in the Czech language.
It was a symbolic revenge after 40 years long occupation of our country by
Soviets. Many boys wanted to become ice hockey players after this victory.
The first World championship in this sport was in Prague in 1993. We also have
many players in NHL like Jagr, Plekanec, and so on.

Disc golf
Disc golf. Is becoming more and more
popular in our contry. It is similar to
golf but in this game you need to put a
friesbee instead of a ball to a target.
Discgolf has similar rules as golf.
In the Czech republic there are more
than
one
hundred
thousand
registered players.

Biatlon
One of our favourite sports is also biatlon. The World Championship in Biatlon
2012 was in Nové Město na Moravě in the Czech Republic.
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And last but not least - football. Czech people have been playing football since
1892 and we really love it. We have over 16 000 clubs and over 300 000
registered players. A great amount of czech kids play football and nearly every
village has a small team or a place where they can train.
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